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February 2021 

Children’s                              
Mental Health Week   

Last week we            
celebrated Children’s 
Mental Health Week to 
shine a spotlight on the 
importance of                 
children and young 
people’s mental health. 
Often when the term 
‘health’ is used, we 
think of physical health 
and we all take steps, 
whether daily or               
weekly, to ensure our 
good physical health.                   
However, we possibly 
overlook the                   
importance of our                  
mental health. In                     
supporting the                       
campaigns for                      
Children’s Mental 
Health Week, we hope 
to raise awareness that 
good health means ALL 
health; both physical 
and mental. (Sam                  
Roberts, Mental Health 
Team Lead)  

This year’s theme is 
Express Yourself and 
we encouraged children               
(and adults) to explore 
the different ways we 

can express ourselves. 
Expressing yourself is                     
finding ways, through                           
creativity, to share                
feelings, thoughts or 
ideas. This could be 
through art, music,       
writing and poetry, 
dance and drama or 
photography and film - 
doing activities that 
make you feel good. 
Being able to express 
yourself is not about 
being the best at           
something or putting on 
a performance for                    
others; it is about                     
finding a way to show 
who you are, and how 
you see the world. 
That, in itself, can help 
you feel good about 
yourself. 

One of the campaigns 
we supported was 
Piece of the Puzzle. 
Students were invited 
to fill in a piece of            
puzzle with words, a 
drawing, photos, a                 
cartoon, poem, or even 
a letter to the                             
community. We chose 
this activity as, much 
like a jigsaw, our school 

community is made up 
of different pieces – 
students, staff, parents 
and carers. Each piece 
is unique and fits                          
together to make a 
whole picture, in the 
same way that the                  
different people that 
make up our school 
community fit together 
to make a whole.   

During a time when 
some of us may feel 
fragmented, perhaps 
disassociated from 
friends and family, we 
are reminded that we 
are part of a bigger                 
picture and that our  
bigger picture – family, 
our school community 
or the wider community 
- is a vehicle for us all 
to use to reconnect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Antonella Bosco-Reid 

Deputy Headteacher 

 
Whilst reading                                    

‘Of Mice and Men’,                      

Yr9 English                           

were invited to respond                     

creatively to the question,                                    

‘ What does friendship mean 

to the two characters                               

in the book?’ 

See page 7 
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Y 
ork in the Spotlight 
 

As I sit contemplating the content of this article, I find myself thinking about the 
legend that was Captain Sir Tom Moore. He epitomised the indomitable spirit of 
our wartime generation and, during some of the most challenging of times in    
recent history, was a true inspiration to millions of people worldwide ; he brought 
the nation together in celebration of his fundraising efforts. Sir Tom will be                            
remembered as a shining beacon of hope in what was a difficult year for all. He 
will remain a symbol of positivity and hope and will be missed by many people 
across the world, to whom he came to mean so much. 

His vision and achievement are much like our own in York. We must also come together, albeit not                         
physically, whether that be via a text message to a friend, or supporting each other in a lesson on the chat. 
I’m very grateful and proud of all the students in York in how they have managed lockdown 3.0. The efforts 
and perseverance I have witnessed have been an inspiration to both myself and students across County. 

On April 6, 2020, aged 99, Captain Tom began to walk laps of his garden to raise money 
for NHS Charities Together, with the goal of reaching £1,000 by his 100th birthday. This 

was surpassed almost instantly, as during this 24 day challenge, Captain Tom quickly 
became a household name across the UK. 

Towards the end of April, he and Michael Ball got a UK number-one 
single, with their cover of ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’ - a collaboration 

with the NHS Voices of Care choir.  
I now encourage York, and the rest of 
County, to pay tribute to Captain Sir Tom 
Moore’s efforts, by contributing to       
Guildford County's House Fitness        
Challenge - recording their walking or                       
running. Even if not for Sir Tom Moore, do 
it for your own mental and physical health.  

We will meet again!  
 

Captain Sir Tom Moore 
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Hannah Rixon 

Assistant Head of York House 



 

 

Let’s have a look at the following example from  

‘Lord of the Flies’: 
“He swung his right arm and hurled the spear with all his strength” 

This killer quotation 
covers many of the 
central themes,        
including civilisating and 
savagery, power,                 
innocence and loss of 
innocence, and                   

identity.  

Notice how it links                    
beautifully with “The 
madness came into his 
eyes again. “I thought I 
might kill”” and “Jack 
spoke loudly. “This 
head is for the beast. 

It’s a gift”” Then finally, “He pushed his hair up and gazed at the green and black mask 

before him, trying to remember what Jack looked like”.  

Starting with the image of Jack as the primitive hunter figure, we can 
track the motif of strength, violence and savagery through the three 
quotations that follow. The first highlights Jack’s increasing                     
bloodthirstiness. The second illustrates how Jack, with his                     
sacrificial kill, worships the beast in a way that reminds us of our 
primitive ancestors. The third demonstrates how Jack’s identity  
becomes increasingly blurred and inhuman as he moves further away 

from the values of civilization. 

Practice doing this with possible killer quotations from the texts that you 
study (Jekyll & Hyde, Merchant of Venice, Romeo & Juliet, Power & 
Conflict poetry). The more links you can make, the more likely they are to be the most useful 

quotations for your exam. 

Killer Quotations 
~ multipurpose quotations for all situations ~ 

• They’re short and easy to remember 

• The powerful language allows you to plan impressive analysis 

• Structurally significant, they provide lots of links to the rest of the text 

• They cover most themes,  so can be used in virtually any exam question. 

Killer Quotations . . .  

How to Revise for English – February Tips 
Hello and welcome to another edition of “How to Revise for English”. This month’s article focuses on building up a 
bank of “killer quotations” that you can revise and use within your English Literature exams. As ever, all of these 
ideas can be found in “You can’t revise for GCSE English! Yes you can and Mark Roberts Shows you how” by Mark 

Roberts. 

Knowing long lists of quotations is great. Being able to remember who said what, what happened when, and which 
words link to which themes will leave you feeling confident as you enter your English Literature exam / assessment. 
But, while quotations are important, some are far more important than others. If you select your quotations really 
carefully, you’ll find that you won’t necessarily need a massive list of quotations to choose from. If you can identify 

and understand “killer quotations” for each text, you’ll find that they can cover pretty much everything. 

What does killer quotation mean? 
Killer quotations are memorable, powerful and – most importantly - very versatile. Things that are versatile can be 
used for many different jobs. Killer quotations are able to cover most key themes. Often, they also help us                  
understand the main characters. Usually, they illustrate important ideas about context as well. The word “killer” isn’t 
anything to do with murder. In this case, it is a slang term that means “exceptional”, “amazing”, “effective”. So, killer 
quotations are the ones that stand out as the most useful. They’re the ones that can help you out of the trickiest 

exam questions. Think of a Swiss Army knife, but with brilliant ideas instead of a saw, screwdriver and a tin opener! 

How to identify killer quotations’ 

• Reread the texts and look out for quotations 

that grab your attention  You may have 
missed out on particularly significant                       
quotations the first or second time you read 
the book. Read it again with fresh eyes. There 
may well be new and important extracts that 

catch your attention. 

 

• Look back through your notes from class. Are 

there any particular quotations that your           
English teachers spent ages going over,      
exploring on the board, linking to different bits 
of context and other parts of the text? If so, 
there’s a good chance that your teacher thinks 
it’s an important one. Discuss this with your 
friends and your teacher. Are there certain 

ones that you all end up coming back to? 

 

• Scan through your list of quotations for the 

key themes from each text. Do some of them 
crop up repeatedly? Might they be used as 
well as, or instead of, some of your other 
choices? If they seem to fit most things, they 

may well be killer quotation candidates. 

 

• Check that they match up with other key     

quotations 
One sure sign of a brilliant killer quotation is 
that it pairs up nicely with other important 
quotations from the text. Sometimes, it fits 
with several quotations on the same focus. 
When this happens, you can more easily spot 
patterns throughout the structure of the texts. 
This allows you to write about similarities, 
contrasts of motifs that run through the text as 
a whole. By doing this, you’ll cover structure 
as well as language, which is really important 

for Assessment Objective 2. 
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Romeo & Juliet – killer quotations 
“These violent delights have violent ends”  

(Act 2, Scene 6, line 9) 

Friar Lawrence’s warning acts as the play’s neat central 
message: avoid extreme emotions, especially love that 

is excessive. 

Contrast of “delights” and “ends” fits the key theme of                              
opposition of love and hate, as well as fate, relationships, honour 

and violence. 

Ironically, Friar Lawrence doesn’t heed his own warning and rushes into plans to keep the two lovers 

together, with dire consequences. 

Links to “love moderately”; “they stumble that run fast”; “More light and light, more dark and dark our 

woes”; “See what a scourge is laid upon your hate, That heaven finds means to kill your joys with love” 

“O, I am fortune’s fool” (Act 3, Scene 1, line 98) 

After killing Tybalt, Romeo suddenly realises the unavoidable consequences of his reckless behaviour. 

The alliteration and personification tie together his impulsive behaviour and the inevitability of his tragic fate. Because of his actions, fate now has control of 

his destiny. 

Links to: “a pair of star-crossed lovers”; “From forth the fatal loins of these two foes”;                                                                                                                               

“A greater power than we can contradict. Hath thwarted our intents” 

Top Five to Thrive: 
1. Killer quotations are important because they’re the most versatile. 

2. Spend time identifying those quotations from your quotation lists. 

3. Make sure these quotations cover structure as well as language. 

4. If you’re stuck, use the killer quotations listed above. 

5. Link killer quotations on the same theme for maximum effect. 

Merchant of Venice – killer quotations 

“I would not have given it for a wilderness of monkeys”  

(Act 3, Scene 1, line 103) 

Shows how low the relationship between Shylock and Jessica has 
fallen – she has decided to “give away” one of Shylock’s rings (which 

he received as a present from her mother before they were married). 

Shylock reacts in a typically materialistic and consumerist style – paying 
too much attention on the ring, and not enough attention on why his 

daughter decided to give it away.  

The fact he says he wouldn’t have given it away for any reason                     
suggests there is more to Shylock than just greed and wealth, there is a 
sense of sentimentality – he would keep the ring because of its                               

emotional link to his wife, rather than because of its wealth. 

Links to “But wherefore should I go? I am not bid for love. They 
flatter me”; “My daughter! O my ducats! O my daughter, Fled with 

a Christian!”  

 

“The villainy you teach me I will execute” (Act 3, Scene 1, line 72) 

Shylock promises to outdo the evil that has been done to him, thereby 
showing Shylock has sunk to the Christians’ level, and is not better than 

them as he has suggested previously. 

We initially sympathise with Shylock, due to his harsh treatment, But 
Shylock’s pledge to behave as badly as they, and, moreover, to “better 
the instruction,” casts him in a less sympathetic light (III.i.61). While 
we understand his motivation, we cannot excuse the endless           

perpetuation of such villainy. 

 

Jekyll & Hyde – killer quotations 
“I have been doomed to such a dreadful                         

shipwreck” (Chapter 10) 

The metaphorical shipwreck is 
symbolic of not only the end of   
Jekyll’s life, but also his destroyed 

reputation. 

“doomed” indicates the                               
inevitability of this happening in a                     
society that forces people to repress                   

their true selves. 

Forms a motif of broken wood, which 
is linked to duality: the 
“splintered” cane, “the 
wreck of the door” as 
Utterson and Poole force 

entry to Jekyll’s laboratory. 

Links to “Concealed my pleasures” 

 

“man is not truly one, but truly 

two” (Chapter 10) 

The repetition of “truly” illustrates 
the primitive side of human nature that 

lurks within us all. 

Links to: “polar twins”; “commingled 
out of good and evil”; “a solution of the 

bonds of obligation” 

Continued ... I still can’t find ‘Killer Quotations’ – help! 
If you’ve followed my steps but are still struggling to identify the most helpful quotations, then don’t worry. Using 
some detailed examples from expert English teachers, I’m going to give you a couple of very important quotations 
from the texts that we (as a Yr11 cohort) study. These are NOT the only quotations you need to learn - AND I’m not 
saying you shouldn’t build up your own preferred list of quotations - BUT, if you’re stuck – or are looking for good 

essential examples to develop your selection – then this is definitely a good place to start. 
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Be the Light in the Darkness 

Holocaust Memorial Day, on 27th                 

January,  marks and remembers the 

horrors of the Nazi’s mass slaughter 

of many groups of people, particularly 

Jews, between 1941 and 1945.  

Auschwitz liberation January 27th 1945 

Whilst remembering the horrors, it is 

also essential to remember the light 

that breaks up the darkness. 

Darkness                    continues to 

cast its          shadow today 

through denial, distortion, 

prejudice and hostility.  

Light in the form of    

resistance, rescue, kindness and 

awareness continues to penetrate.   

The Sikh Community are 

well respected for  their 

kindness, providing food to 

those who need           

assistance. They recently 

fed stranded lorry drivers 

in Kent . 

It is critical to continue 

raising awareness about 

the plight and persecution 

of the Uighur Muslims in 

China - this man has not 

seen his son , as he and 

his wife are held in China. 

 

‘The Hill We Climb’  
US Inauguration Poem by Amanda Gorman 

 

A Critique by Madi Black Yr12 

 

Though The Hill We Climb is directed towards the  
people of America, it applies to everyone. The US, 
along with the rest of the world, has a grim history – 
one tainted with war, slavery, terrorism, murder, and 
captivity; and that bleak society still exists, through 
grief, fear and prejudice. But there is always hope – 
‘always light’, as Amanda Gorman reminds us.  

This inspiring piece of poetry is an instruction to us 
all: not to let darkness rule our lives; not to stand by 
and do nothing; not to let ‘our inaction and inertia’ be 
the ‘inheritance of the next generation’. We must unite 
against our differences, and for our future.  

There is an excellent point made by Gorman, in her 
poem – ‘now we assert, “How could catastrophe                     
possibly prevail over us?”’ and I must agree. We have 
faced so much horror and calamity, the most recent of 
which being this pandemic, but the human race has 
always prevailed, and will continue to do so. And we 
must remember that – catastrophe has never and will 
never defeat us.  

Amanda Gorman became the Youth Poet Laureate of 
Los Angeles at only 16, and National Youth Poet                    
Laureate just a few years later, and ‘The Hill We 
Climb’ is a testament to her talent. 

This poem is about love, union, and victory. It is a true 
piece of enlightening genius, igniting hope, strength, 
and bravery, declaring that ‘people, diverse and                     
beautiful, will emerge, battered and beautiful’. Though 
there is pain and darkness in this world, we must be 
‘brave enough to be’ the light, Gorman tells us – ‘we 
will raise this wounded world into a wondrous one’.  

‘For there is always light, 

If only we’re brave enough to see it. 

If only we’re brave enough to be it.’ 
Paul Comben, Head of History  
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‘Reel’ Value 

To share your recommendation for ‘Reel’ Value, please email your name and a brief review to Lesley Nicole 

cam@guildfordcounty.co.uk.   

The Disappearance – BBC4 iplayer 
If a good old ‘whodunnit’ floats your boat and you’re looking for something 
to fill your lockdown evenings, switch on the tele, get comfy and lose                    
yourself in The Disappearance’, a BBC4 eight-part drama which will ‘have 
you at hello’. 
This French thriller, set in Lyons, tells the story of an ordinary family whose 
lives are turned upside down by the disappearance of Lea, the middle child 
of three, who vanishes while out celebrating her 17th birthday with friends.  
What happened? Where did she go? Is she still alive? 
There are many suspects along the way, all of them credible and all with 
things to hide. From father to teacher, brother to boyfriend, you will doubt 
them all – in common with our grumpy motorbike-riding detective and his 
curious-but-doggedly-determined female sidekick. As new evidence          
emerges, each claim of innocence is subject to intense scrutiny. Only at the 
VERY end, and following what seems like a zillion exciting twists and turns, 
do we find out who actually ‘did it’. 
Enjoy this masterpiece of intrigue and suspense – but be careful not to 
binge. 
Recommended by Nicky Evans, PA to Head of School 

 

Dates for the Diary: 

Thu 11 Feb 

School closes for Half Term 
 

Fri 12 Feb 

INSET 

 

Mon 22 Feb 

School Returns 

It looks as if the intrepid young 

Smith boys might have 

been the first to              

discover the                 

whereabouts of                         

‘Perspectives’ 

and enjoy                  

hunting for                  

Lottie’s shingle. 

Well 

done,   

all three! 

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6HfmrB599ginwV97FvZddk?

And if you need a little spring in your step to see you through February,  then look no further . . .  

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6HfmrB599ginwV97FvZddk?si=xqhD_ApgTMGi9_pyGoo4Cw
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Mr Smith wore his jacket     

inside out to remind us all 

that no matter how someone 

looks on the outside, it 

doesn't necessarily reflect 

what they are feeling inside.  

 

Every member of our school 

community - students, staff 

and parents alike - fit                 

together to make up our 

whole picture.                          

Students designed their own 

piece of puzzle to represent 

themselves, their                         

individual emotions and 

unique thoughts. The                       

resulting County jigsaw is 

our support. 

‘No Screen Day’ last Friday gave 

students, staff and parents a    

welcome break from their screens 

- more hands-on skills prevailed. 

Drumming for all year groups Origami Creations 

Spaghetti and Marshmallow Towers Yr7 

Samantha Roberts, Mental Health Lead 

Both an A&E doctor and 

an ex-Love Islander,                 

Dr Alex George                     

becomes the UK’s Youth 

Ambassador for Mental 

Health. Having                   

suffered recent personal 

tragedy he says, ‘Never 

has mental health been as 

important as now’ 

‘Pain gives me the fire I 

need to help bring change’ 
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As this academic year continues to unfold in its unique and unpredictable manner, we, at 
County, are endeavouring to preserve as much consistency and calm within its boundaries. 

Annually, since 2017, we have hosted our summer Careers Fair, ‘Inspire’, where local                    
businesses, industries and educational establishments have been invited into school; the                 
purpose of this event has always been to offer a window into the ‘work place’ and to 
highlight the many and varied careers and employment                      
opportunities available post school. It has also offered insight into the 
many different routes which can lead to success, as well as a direct 
opportunity for our students to seek advice and guidance from willing 
members of our wider school community. 

Obviously, this face-to-face event could not happen in 2020 and, as it 
is looking equally impossible for 2021, we now hope to                     
reproduce a careers experience virtually, via our school website.  

In this climate of uncertainty, it is more important than ever for our                                          
students to have access to information, advice and support from                                 
experienced and wise professionals. Such support is extremely                                    
welcome and appreciated, as our students navigate their way through                            
less certain waters, where the job market is particularly volatile and                               
opportunities are far less abundant. 

Equally, knowing that many individuals, businesses and industries are 
fighting for their own survival, this request for help comes with                                             
understanding and sensitivity; as little or as much as you feel able to offer 
would be gratefully received. 

We would like to offer as comprehensive an array of advice and contacts as 
possible, from a full spectrum of careers, businesses, industries and                              
vocations: engineering to counselling; finance to nursing; marketing to                          
hospitality; research to law etc. 

This needs to be offered virtually, which will allow us to build an on-line,                           
proactive resource for our students to dip into. It will take time, but the beauty 
of such a resource is that it can be added to, updated and amended as                                 
necessary. 

The following bullet points may help you to decide if you / your company would 
be willing and able to help.  
 

Could you provide any of the following? 
 
General 

• face to camera video, introducing yourself & presenting an overview of your  business / industry? 

• any helpful pre-recorded informational clips about your business / industry? 

• a list of useful links highlighting different aspects of your business / industry? 

• information about the different routes into your area of work? 

• opportunities for school leavers, apprentices, graduates – whichever are relevant? 

• information re qualifications needed for entry at each level? 

Specific 

• WEX opportunities, shadowing, apprenticeships, internships, sponsorships offered within your company? 

• Contact details to allow students to approach individuals / company directly for advice? 

Please do let us know - cam@guildfordcounty.co.uk - if you feel that you or your 
company would be willing to contribute in this way to our ‘Inspire’ portal. It would certainly 
help our students to continue their journey towards a bright future.   

           Lesley Nicole, Community Arts Manager 

 

"The best way to predict the future is to create it." 
Abraham Lincoln 

Can you 

help us 

please? 
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